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A Linear and Nonlinear Study of Mira

ArthurN. Cox

Theoretical Division, Los Alamos National Laboratory

Dale A. Ostlie

M’eber Stnte university

ABSTRACT

Both linear andnonlinear calcultitions of the 331 day, long period variable star hlira

have been undertaken to sw what radial pulsation mock is naturally selected. h40dcls me

similar to those considered in the linear nonadiabatic stelhir pulsation study of Ostlic and

Cox (1966). hkdds are Considered with nwscs near one solar mass, luminosities between

4000 and 5000 solar luminosities, and effective temperatures of approximately 3000 K.

These models have fundamental mode periods ‘hat closely m~tch the pulsation period of

Mira. The equation of state for the stellar rnatrrinl is given by the St41ingwerf ( 19T5ab)

promdure, and tile opacity is obttined from a fit by Cahn that matches the low tcmpcraturc

molecular absorption duta for the Population I Ross-Aller 1 mixture I a.lculat( d from the

Los Alarms Astrophysical Opacity Library, For the linear study, the GM, Brownlce,

nlld Cilrrs (19Gn) approximation is used for thc linear t hcory varint ion of thc convwt ion

luminosity. For the ndilAf?~ work, the method dcwcribd by Osi Ik ( 1990) mid Cox (1990)

is followed. Results showing intcrnsl dctailE of the radhd fundn mrnta.1 tmd first overtonc

modes behavior in linear thcory w presented. Prcli]ninrmy r~dinl fhndnnwnttd n)()(lv

tmnlinem calcukt ions am diIKusmd. The vmy tcntnt ivr ccmcl~lsion is that twit II(Yt i}c

fundwnrnt.a.l m first overtonr niodc is cxrludcd from ~ming the nctunl (hrrvd me.
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IoBACKGROUN13

Mira variables have been studied observat ionally for hundreds of years, because many

of them are bright enough to be seen with the naked eye or with small telescopes. and their

petiods are so long that constant attention is not needed. Theorct ical studies, however,

have been far fewer, most ly because the extensive and deep convection is difRcult to cope

with in the context of stellar pulsation, In this paper we prmcnt new theoretical results,

but a definitive conclusion for which radial mode of pulsation is actually occurring still

eludes us.

The basic parameters of Mira vwiables are their pulsation peliods (or many periods

for the red semiregular vtiables), their radii, and their luminosit i=. Surface compositions

seem to be at least hydrogen ria as for mat stars, e~’cn though th~se st~~ Me ob~”i-

ously remnants of more massive stars that have undergorle significant mass loss. Thus

the composition of the pulsating envelopes, while surely hornogcneous, may not be that

for normal solar type stars. Xumerous conlposition anomrdics are known. For example,

these red giants are often in spectral clssses R, N, nnd S. Mira masses arc unknown and

displlted, but most seem to come from stars with original mass of !ess than 2 solar masses,

Alore nm.asive progenitors b~’come red supcrgiants and even hfira variables, but their red

suprrgiant lifetimes must be short as they rnpidly lose mass to crcnte phuwtaq ncbul~e

and ultimately white dwds. Most Mirus hnve cm-rent ly near only onc solar mms.

‘l’he evolution of the Mira stars is just at the Haynshi line on the Hcrtsprung-Russell

diagram, Lt*cnusctheir luminosity is very htrgc for their mass. The very low maw cnvclopcs

result from the high lum.irmsity Mewing nut thr mattvr to huge rdii. TIN*low tcmpmaturc

uf thr nmttcr gives it a hi#I opncity, am! conscqurnt ly Ntrong convection to carry t II(Ihigh

lumim-mitv.

Nonlinrar calculations to study the bclmvim of the Mirn pulsati(ms have lxwn mmlr

by Wood (1914), by Tuchman, Sncli, and Bnrkl\t (1978, 1979), and by Pml ad TuchnNuI

( 1990). WC at Lita Almmos have been trying to do threw cn.lculntions for 10 ywm, IJut
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we have not been able to be sat isficd that

neglect of turbulent pressure in all previous

instant aneous adapt at ion of convection by

our results are correct, We believe that the

calculations is a significant deficiency, and the

the Israel authors may bc a bad approxima-

tion. Studies of the upper at mos!dmres of hliras have tdso been carried out by numerous

groups using a driving piston boundary condition near the photosphere, with the latest

papers being by Bowcn (1988) and Beach (1990). The results of these wu-ious studies give

conflicting conclusions as to the pulsnt ion mode of Mira. Our conclusion is that eit hcr the

fundarnent al or the first overtone mode is e.llowml, but ollr demcmst rat ion is not yet secure,

11, TIME-DEPENDENT CC) NVECTION PROCEDURE

In both our linear and nonlinear st udics we have adopted thc approximate time-

dependent theory of Cox, Brownlee, and Eilers (CBE, 1966). Th~ concrpt is that the

instant aneous conditions suggest a convection luminosity that cannot be realized because

the turbulent eddies have an inertie that the hydrodynamic forces cannot overcome rapidly,

Thus there is a lag behind the dmirai )~rninosity that can be rcpremnted by the formu];,

for the convection luminosity increment:

dLc = ~[zt(t) - L,(f)],
r

where r(t) is the mean eddy lifetime at timr t at the lCVCIof int crest in the convection

zone, and Lc is the instmtammus convection luminosity desired. If r is smal!, convection

can adapt well, but for Mira variables it is

Thr instantaneous luminosity is given by

L,. =

often compfua!de to the pukmtion period II,

whine Q.!is 2r/11, and A is the nmplitude for completely nchpting cmwrction.

The solllt ion for such a modrl with t imwdrpvndrnt convection is that the convection

luminosity incrrnwnt, with thr r talwn nmstant in tiuw, is

4Lr(t) ==13c’(ti’-’),
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one solar mass, a luminosity of 4000 solar luminosities, and an effective surface temperature

of 3000 K. The opacity used is given by a fit by Cahu to the Ross- Aller 1 solFu composition

with X=O.70 and Z= O.02, The Stellingwcrf ( 1975nb) analytic equation of state is used

throughout, For hot h linmr and nonlinear studics GOmass shells hmw been used. Table 1

gives additions-l intmior details.

The construct ion of our envelope models necessarily includes turbulent pressure using

only the convective velocity at the exterior interface of each mass shell, because as the

int egrht ion proceeds, the interior interface conwtion is not yet known. When this model

and its linear theory eigenvectm is used to start the hydrodynamic calculations, turbulent

pressure from both sidm of a masssshell is needrd. This is produ:cd linearly over the first

hydro period, rmd it ticcts the entire mean structure M well as the nonlinear solution,

This relaxation can be done rather easily, because the time scale of the layers where the

turbulrnt pressure is significant is typically a small mu-nber of pulsation periods.

IV. LINEAR RESULTS

Plots of the work per pulmt ional cycle to drive or damp pulsations are given in the

five figures, The firs! mc shows the hydrogen ionization driving that hns been considered

for years as the SOICcause of the instability. This driving occurs just exterior to the strong

convection zone top ncnr 900(.)K, hecriuse rit the uwd hydrogen driving temperature of

11,000 X, convection is too strong to allow the K effect periodic radiation blocking. Figure

1 presents the strong fumis.rmntal and wmkcr ovmtone net driving, with extremely small

cltimping.

Figlwr 2 shows a vmy diffmrnt ~ituation whrrc our ti:w-dcpcmlcnt ccmvcction is

edh:wrd to mhipt comph-tcly to the current cmfigmntion. This mw.m that # is zero at

nll times for all nmss zonrs, Ag~il~ the funh.nmntnl mode is more qtrongly dnvcn. Thr

owrt our Iuw two prnks in it FIdrivilig Iwcmuw it !ms a node in its cmillrntiun cigrmmctor at

n tcmpmnturc ju~t ovm 11,000 K. Thr driving for b(~tl~mo(lw occury hetwcon alxmt one
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and ten percent of the rnnss of the star, but the damping extends deeply to almost half of

the mass.

Figure 3 presents our best linenr intmpretation of what occurs for drivhg and damping

in Mira stars. Hmc O is rdlciwed to be greater than zero, aq appropriate ● for convection

lagging. Note first that there are two fundamental mode peaks and three overtone peaks

in the driving, v:hcrem completely adapting convection gnve only one for the fundamental

ond two for the overtone.

Figure 4 shows thc time-dependent convection case when turbulent pressure is ignored,

Agnin significant differences can be seen. The fundamental mode period is changed from

330 days to 343 days, but the growth rate is unchanged. For :he overtone, the period is

changed fw-n 152 days to 153 days, and the growth rage is decreased from 0.73 to 0.44

per cycle rcl~tive to our best case in figure 3.

An interpretation of these time-dependent cas= is displayed as Figure 5. Here r3 -1

is plotted versus the same zone numbers, This quantity reveals the relation between the

temperature, density, and entropy ~ariat ions as

WTs (r3 - l)Jp/p + 6s/c”c

Phwes where (1’~- 1) is small are where the temperature fluctuations are small d where

convect ion cannot be modulated so much. These then are places where the pulsation

damping is smaller. Convection seems to drive whrn the r3 -1 ib rapidly changing giving

a rapid change in space of the temperature eigenvector. Note thnt the driving comes

htrgcly from th~ spntia.1 variations of 6r and TJs in the eigen~ector. The other factors in

the convection luminosity variations, surh n.s ‘.hc frnction of th~ Imninosity being carried by

mmvcction, the C’BEamplitude, and the Ing angle nre only VmYS1OW1Yvarying throughout

the model.

V. NONLINEAR RESULTS

Our procm-lurm for nonlineu calculntims WCmdmcribed by Ostlic (1990) and Cox
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(1990). The main features are: Turbulent pressure is included. Tkbulent viscosity, while

small, is included. There is weighted spatial averaging of convective velocities from neigh-

boring int erfams at the previous time step, with an adjustment for their velocities relative

to the interface of interest. This spatially averaged velocity for an interface is time lagged

according to the C’BE procedure, and this velocity is then used in the mixing length lumi-

nosity formula. Finally, for an interface with a subadiabat ic gradient, the spatially average

convective velocity is decreased in time by the mixing length theory dragging formula, and

the luminosity at this subadiabatic interf~c~ is taken to be negative,

Current results for our m-mlincar work include a fundamental! mode case at the very

long pmiod of 996 days with an mnplitude of about one kilometer per second. We have

found that most models tend to decay in amplitude as they expand and cool from the

hydrostatic model. Many more calculations are in progress.

VI. CURRENT CONCLUSIONS

Since turbulent pressure plays a significant role in limiting Mira pulsation amplitudes,

hydrodynamic calculations without this ie~ pressure, such as those by all earlier calcula-

tions, are probably not realistic.

Completely adapting convection produces a different phasing of the convection lu-

minosity than that for the comect lagging, and thus results using completely adapting

convection are not highly accurnte.

Our use of masses nt and above one solax nmss produces unobserved low pulsation

amplitudes, indicating that Mira massm are small.

Fm rnamcs as low rit 0.9 solar mass, both fundamental and overtone modes grow

mpidly in nmplitude and do not reach realistic limiting values.

hk.;t importnnt, fundanwn~d rrmde puhuition for hfira varhblrs is not excluded,
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. The work per zone each pulsation cycle versus zone numberandextmd

mass fraction for a linear solution with frozen-in convection,

Figure2. The work perzone each pulsati oncyc leversuszone number andexterna,l

mass fraction for a linear solution with completely adaptive convection.

Figure 3. The work per zone each pulsation cycle versus zone number and extemai

mass fraction for a linear solution with the properly hqggingadaptive convection.

Figure 4. The work per zone each pulsation cycle versus zone number and external

mass fraction for a linear solution ‘~ith the properly lagging adaptive convection, but no

turbulent pressure.

Figure 5. The I’a -1 versus mass zone number and external mass fraction for the

3000 K, 5000 solar luminosity model.
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Mira Variable Star Model

Mass: 1.0 M@ (1.989x10S3g)

Luminosity (constant through model): 1.53x1037 erg/s (4000 LO)

Effective Temperature: 3000 K (1.628x 1013cm)

Composition (constant through model): X=O.70 Z=O.02

Mass Shells: 60

Last Shell Mass: Tx1028g (T = 3X10-2)

Central Ball Mass: 9.2x1032g (q=O.46)

Central Ball Radius F’ridion: 0.04

Mass Ratios: range from 1.3 to 1.0 to 1.1 to 0,965

Convection Zone Temperature Range: 2.6x103 K to over 2.8x106 K

Radiative Luminosity Minimum: 2.0x10-S at 15,800 K

Mixing Length/Pressure Scale Height: 2.60

~rbulent Pressure

Time Dependent Convection

Fundamental Mode Period and Kinetic Energy Growth Rate: 330 days, 1.23

First Overtone Mode Period and Kinetic Energy Growth Rate: 152 days, 0.73
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